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QUIDENHAM
Land at Station Road
Eccles

Mr & Mrs Tye
c/o agent 

David Futter Associates Ltd
Arkitech House 35 Whiffler Road

Residential development   

Outline

3PL/2013/1123/O

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 

 RECOMMENDATION : REFUSAL 

Principle of development
Contributions
Impact on character and appearance of locality including St Marys Church
Highway safety
Drainage

 KEY ISSUES

The application seeks outline planning permission with all matters of detail reserved, however
illustrative plans indicate a development of 24 dwellings comprising a mix of 1-4 bed properties.
The layout also demonstrates how the site is capable of being accessed by shared, private drives,
together with an area of open space and landscaping.

The application site consists of a single field with an area of 1.1 hectares situated at the southern
end of the village. The site has a frontage of approximately 160 metres between a detached
house with associated outbuildings (Station Farm) and a group of former Local Authority housing.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

No relevant site history

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

CASE OFFICER: Jason Parker

No

 EIA REQUIRED

No Allocation
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 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

 CONSULTATIONS

CP.01
CP.04
CP.05
CP.14
DC.01
DC.02
DC.04
DC.12
DC.13
DC.16
DC.17
NPPF

Housing
Infrastructure
Developer Obligations
Sustainable Rural Communities
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Affordable Housing Principles
Trees and Landscape
Flood Risk
Design
Historic Environment
With particular regard to paragraphs 47 and 49

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

QUIDENHAM P C -   
The Quidenham Parish Council has presented strong support for the proposed development and
has summarized their comments as follows:
Quidenham parish council is a forward looking Council and sees this development as a unique

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites. This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/ mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology. In relation to open space, the
Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and children's play space across the
district. The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Council's Open Space assessment.
Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks a Section 106 agreement to
provide contributions towards open space improvements under the provisions of adopted Policy
DC11 where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site provision. In light of the
evidenced shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these contributions are
demonstrably improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall and therefore
comply with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations.

The Council is intending to implement CIL in 2014. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the
same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure. 

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY    

ENGLISH HERITAGE    

NATURAL ENGLAND    

ECONOMIC AND STRATEGY OFFICER    

It is acknowledged that the application is in outline form only with all matters reserved but raises
no objections subject to conditions requiring full details of the access and proposed roadways,
including a footpath along the entire site frontage.

The initial Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been assessed. Additional drainage calculations
have been provided and the Environment Agency is now satisfied with the information provided.
No objection is raised subject to a condition relating to the submission of a scheme to dispose of
foul drainage.

English Heritage do not wish to comment in detail, but have offered general observations relating
to: 
* The possible impact of the development on the setting of The Church of St Mary should be
taken into account.  
* The railway line runs through the settlement forming a strong physical and visual barrier. 
* The siting of Gallows Hill tumulus and the railway line means that the proposed development
would not affect it. 
* The settlement to the south of the railway line consists of Station Road and Wilby Road, which
are characterised by the ribbon development along each road. The application site sits between
Station Farm and dwellings on Station Road and abuts the rear boundaries of the dwellings on
Wilby road. With development on both sides of the site the proposal would stitch the
development on Station Road and Wilby Road together. For this reason it would form an
appropriate location to create dwellings and we would not object to the principle.

No objections to the application and advises that Natural England's Standing Advice is applied in
the consideration of the application.

No objection to the proposal and planning obligations relating to Education, Fire Services, Library
Provision and potentially the Environment would be required.

opportunity to help the community in terms of stimulating local housing.  In our opinion this is a
well presented and thought through application.  The benefits of this development to the future of
our community cannot be overstated.  This will act as aspringboard for other initiatives within our
village.
Quidenham Parish Council has received nothing but encouraging comments from the whole
community regarding the way in which this application has been presented.  The involvement of
the community at an early stage has been a major factor in gathering support for this
development.
We all know that the only way to ensure future growth/jobs is through working together, when
opportunities such as this arise.  Quidenham Parish Council and the community intend to do all
we can to help this process. We therefore recommend that permission be granted for this
development.
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TREE & COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT    

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING    

HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER    

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

AIR QUALITY OFFICER    

PRINCIPAL PLANNER MINERAL & WASTE POLICY    

Notwithstanding that the proposal would extend the "ribbon development" of Station Road, a
further 160m beyond the current envelope:
Tree protection fencing should be afforded to the south east boundary by standard condition
(3414 to any consent).

Mitigation of effects possibly harmful to wildlife, as detailed in the clear Phase I Habitat Survey by
Anglian Ecology dated September 2013, should be conditioned to any consent. It is noted that a
more detailed examination of local ponds for great crested newts should be made at reserved
matters stage.

It is recognised that the site lies outside the Eccles Settlement Boundary and that the proposal
has been submitted under the auspices of a lack of a five year supply of housing land and that
the provisions of paragraphs 47 and 49 of the NPPF are of particular relevance. The proposal is
required to be assessed against these criteria, ie Availability, Suitable location and Achievable.

It is also considered important to assess the impact of the proposed development on the existing
form and character of the area. The development in the immediate vicinity is linear in form and by
definition is at a lower density than the 22 per hectare proposed. (It is acknowledged that 22 per
hectare is considered low for new developments of this nature). The fact the application is in
outline does not assist in this assessment and the need to satisfy Policy DC16 Design of the
adopted Core Strategy. Recent appeal decisions have highlighted that good design is a key
aspect of sustainable development, even where a council cannot demonstrate a five year supply
of housing land.

Breckland District has an identified need for affordable housing. The current adopted Strategic
Housing Market Assessment indicates a need for an additional 398 affordable dwellings per year
for the next 5 years.

Further viability information has been submitted which demonstrates that the provision of 10
affordable dwellings would be achievable. These would assist in meeting the need of the District.
A Housing Association has also confirmed that they would take on the dwellings 

No objections subject to a condition requiring work to be undertaken should unexpected
contamination be found.

No Comments received

No objections.
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Four letters of support have been received, which make the following comments and
observations:
* The proposal finally brings together two settlement area within Eccles 
* The mixture of housing, including affordable, will help young people remain within the village 
* Site is located close to major employment area (Snetterton Commercial Development Site) 
* Many services and amenities exist within the village and surrounding area 
* Proposal will support existing services and facilities 
* The village has a train service that provides good links 
* The site is less than 1 mile from the main A11 trunk road 
* The site is ideal for development with natural features, such as trees and hedges being retained
* There is a need for limited growth to make the village viable 
* The proposal has undergone pre application consultation with the community 
* The community support the proposal 
* The local school is under threat and the proposal would support the school

 REPRESENTATIONS

The application is referred to Planning Committee in the light of strong support from the Parish
Council
 
Principle of development
* It is recognised that the site lies outside the adopted Eccles Road (Quidenham) Settlement
Boundary.  For this reason the proposal conflicts in principle with Policies SS.1, DC.2, CP.1 and
CP.14 of the Core Strategy and the Development Control Policies Development Plan Document
(2009). 
* However paragraphs 47 and 49 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) state that
where an authority does not have an up to date five year housing land supply (at present the
District figure is 2.8 years), the relevant local policies for the supply of housing as referred to
above should not be considered up-to-date and that housing applications should be considered in
the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development.
* As well as the NPPF, the new National Planning Practice Guide should also be taken into
consideration and provides further information in relation to rural housing. 
* Footnote 11 of the NPPF confirms that the site should be in a suitable location, available no9w
and have a realistic prospect of being developed within five years.

Defining Sustainable Development 
* The NPPF states that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of

 ASSESSMENT NOTES

ANGLIAN WATER SERVICE    

CRIME REDUCTION & ARCHITECTURAL LIAISON OFFICER    

No objections subject to a condition in respect of surface water drainage.

No objections. Details have been provided that are considered relevant to enable a Secured by
Design certificate to be issued, although it is recognised the application is in outline form only.
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sustainable development. 
* The NPPF explicitly defines sustainable development firstly within the Brundtland 1987 definition
(meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generation to meet
their own needs), but also builds on this by explaining the three dimensions of sustainable
development, which are; economic, social and environmental, and the role of planning in
delivering this.
* Paragraph 8 of the NPPF stresses that these roles should not be undertaken in isolation,
because they are mutually dependent, therefore a balanced assessment of the proposal against
these 3 roles is required. 

* The three roles of sustainable development, as defined by the NPPF are as follows:-
- an economic role, contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by
ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to
support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements,
including the provision of infrastructure; 
- a social role, supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the supply of
housing required to meet the needs of present and future generations; and by creating a high
quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect the community's needs and
support its health, social and cultural well-being; and 
- an environmental role, contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic
environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently,
minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low
carbon economy.

Highway safety
* The Highway Authority raise no objections subject to conditions.

Drainage
* A Flood Risk Assessment has been submitted and assessed by the Environment Agency.
Following numerous discussions, The EA is now satisfied that the proposal is accepted in Flood
Risk and drainage terms.  No objection is raised, subject to the imposition of a condition relating
to the submission of a scheme to dispose of foul drainage. 

Contributions
* The illustrative plans and supporting documents confirm the provision of 10 affordable housing
units (40% of the total scheme).  The development as a whole comprises a mix of 1-4 bed units;
a mix that can achieve an appropriate form of affordable housing units. A letter of support has
been received from a Housing Association confirming they would be interested in delivering the
affordable units subject to the usual costs and viability.
* The Housing Enabling Officer has indicated he would normally expect that affordable housing
on this scale would be within a settlement with better access to amenities. However, the
applicants point to the strong local support, close proximity of the village school that will benefit
from the potential increase in pupils, the train station and local pub, all of which will be enhanced
by the proposed development.
* The provision of the affordable housing units will be subject to a Section 106 Agreement that will
ensure affordability in perpetuity, and the nature of tenure.
* The proposed level of affordable housing (40%) would comply with the requirements of Policy
DC4 and further information in relation to the ability to deliver this requirement have been
submitted and have been considered acceptable by the Housing Enabling Officer. 
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* Policy DC11 of the adopted Core Strategy seeks to provide open space provision.  In this
instance the planning statement and illustrative plan makes an on-site provision of 0.15h.  Given
that the amount of open space required to accompany a development is calculated on the basis
of the number and size of the dwellings proposed it is not possible to precisely calculate the
figure at this time given the outline nature of the application.  However, it is anticipated that 0.15h
would be broadly compliant and this requirement could be reasonably dealt with at reserved
matters stage given the size of the application site.
* The scale of development would require Norfolk County Council contributions e.g libraries,
education etc. NCC has confirmed £70,184 towards education, £868.52 towards fire services,
£1,440.00 towards library services and potentially an additional obligation towards the
Environment would be due. 

Impact on character and appearance of locality including St Marys Church.
* Eccles Road is a small hamlet that is within the parish of Quidenham. It is centred around the
railway station that is a stop on the Norwich-Cambridge-Peterborough line. The development is
generally linear in form with the exception of a small estate at the northern end of Station Road.
* The application site is currently a flat and featureless parcel of arable land between the defined
settlement and a group of former Local Authority housing. The village primary school is also
nearby. The character therefore is defined by this varied development and is of no particular
significance. 
* The application is in outline only with all matters reserved.  It is considered that the illustrative
layout plan demonstrates that a form of development can be accommodated by respecting the
scale and character of the existing development, notwithstanding the concerns expressed by
English Heritage in relation to the impact on St Marys Church which officers respectfully consider
to be unjustified given the substantial distance between the site and the Church (approximately
400m) and the intervening buildings between the two.

Assessment of the proposal in relation to Sustainable Development 
* Economic Role 
* In relation to an economic role, the site has some access to key local services and facilities
(there is a public house, public and private primary schools, bus service to and from a secondary
school, and a train station within the locality). The train service provides two services in the
morning and two in the evening to and from Norwich within a 30 minute commute.  The train
service can therefore provide access to employment and higher educational services. 
* However, there is a lack of immediate access to community, medical and retail facilities.  On
this basis there would be an overreliance upon the private vehicle to access most facilities and
services. 
* It should be noted that public consultation is currently being undertaken in relation to the
potential closure of the existing primary school.  
* This lack of services is reflected in the settlement's status as only a "rural settlement" in SS1 of
the adopted Core Strategy.  In this respect the scheme fails to satisfy the economic role.
* Consultation took place with Norfolk County Council Children's Services in relation to the
potential for the proposal to contribute to the viability of the school.  The response was that the
proposal is likely to generate approximately 6 places at the school, but it was noted that even if a
significant number of children moved into the village, there is no guarantee that parents would
express a preference for the local school. It is very small, and many of the current generation of
parents are choosing not to send their children to the school, preferring instead to opt for larger
schools nearby. On this basis it is unlikely that the proposal would directly result in the retention
of the local primary school and is not therefore considered to contribute towards the retention of
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Refusal of Outline Planning Permission

9900 Outside the development boundary, unsustainable location

 RECOMMENDATION

 REASON(S) FOR REFUSAL

key local services. 

* Social Role
* As with the economic role, the social role requires the supply of housing to be accessible to
local services.  As set out above, the location of the site means that this site cannot be
considered to fulfil this role.

* Environmental Role
* With regard to the environmental role, the site is situated between existing development and
would be contained within existing boundaries thus avoiding any significant encroachment
outwards into the rural landscape.  Furthermore, the site is of no special designation or feature.  It
is evident that the application has all matters reserved and, as such, the Local Planning Authority
is not determining any matters in relation to layout or external appearance.  However, it is
considered that a scheme could be designed in such a way so as not to cause harm to the built,
natural or historic environment.  On this basis it is considered that the scheme does not fail the
environmental role. 

Conclusion.
* As mentioned by the NPPF a balanced assessment of the three roles of sustainable
development should be undertaken.
* The National Planning Practice Guide acknowledges that rural housing can be acceptable
where it would support existing services and facilities 
* It is difficult to determine whether the proposal would provide enough school places to
significantly contribute directly to the viability of the school and it is therefore considered unlikely
that the proposal would directly result in the retention of key local services. 
* It should also be noted that the scale of development proposed here is totally disproportionate
to the size of the settlement when considering its lack of services and facilities.  
* Whilst accepting that the scheme would make a positive contribution to housing within the
District where there is at present an accepted shortfall, on balance, it is considered that the
limited access to a range of facilities and services means that the scheme fails to satisfy both the
economic and social roles used to establish whether a proposal can be considered to represent a
sustainable development as set out in the NPPF.  On the basis that the proposal is not
sustainable it is considered to be contrary to national and local policy and is therefore
recommended for refusal.
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BRIDGHAM
Land adjacent to Hall Farm Barn
The Street

Mr J Wright
C/o Agent 

Brown & Scarlett
Architects Old School Studios

Erection of 2 cottages (revised design)  

Full

3PL/2014/0103/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 RECOMMENDATION : REFUSAL 

Principle of development
Visual impact
Natural environment
Historic environment
Sustainable development

 KEY ISSUES

The application seeks full planning permission for the erection of a pair of two bedroom semi-
detached bungalows.  A barn style development is proposed with a ridge height to approximately
5.3 metres and varying heights to the eaves between 2.25 and 3.5 metres.  Proposed windows
and doors would be purpose made timber with windows positioned with vertical emphasis over a
brick plinth.  Clay pantiled roof is proposed with boarded walls over brick plinth.

The application site of 0.12 ha comprises a parcel of land to the north of The Street in Bridgham.
The site falls within open countryside beyond any settlement boundary, approximately 2 miles to
the Settlement Boundary of East Harling and 4.5 miles to the Settlement Boundary of Thetford.
Beyond the north and east boundary are fields.  To the south is The Street, beyond which is the
Grade II* Listed Church of Saint Mary.  To the west are two residential properties comprising a
recent barn conversion at Hall Farm, and beyond these Bridgham Hall itself a two storey
detached dwelling.  Bridgham is sparsely developed along this stretch of The Street.  The
application site falls within the Special Protection Area Stone Curlew (SPA) Buffer Zone.  The site
is generally well screened by established planting with access via The Street.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Jemima Dean
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An application for 2 cottages on the site was refused planning permission in 2013
(3PL/2013/0637/F)

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

CP.10
CP.14
DC.01
DC.02
DC.11
DC.16
NPPF

Natural Environment
Sustainable Rural Communities
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Open Space
Design
With particular regard to paragraph 55, 64 and 17

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

No

 EIA REQUIRED

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites. This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/ mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology. In relation to open space, the
Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and children's play space across the
district. The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Council's Open Space assessment.
Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks Unilateral Undertakings to provide
contributions towards open space improvements under the provisions of adopted Policy DC11
where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site provision. In light of the evidenced
shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these contributions are demonstrably
improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall and therefore comply with
Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations.

The Council is intending to implement CIL in 2014. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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None

 REPRESENTATIONS

* The application is referred to Planning Committee at the request of the Ward Member having
regard to housing land supply, well located site, not in an isolated location and would not harm

 ASSESSMENT NOTES

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

HISTORIC BUILDINGS CONSULTANT    

TREE & COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT    

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY    

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT OFFICER    

NATURAL ENGLAND    

No objection subject to conditions in respect of access, onsite parking and visibility provision

No objection subject to conditions in respect of a site investigation.

No objection or comment.

Concerns regarding adverse impact on stone curlew citation feature of the Breckland SPA.
However, refer to Natural England response.

No objection subject to conditions similar to those required by the Contamination Officer

Request the results of an archaeological evaluation (trial trenching) are submitted prior to the
determination of the planning application.

No objection.

 CONSULTATIONS

BRIDGHAM P C -   
The Parish Council have no objection on the scheme. As per last time, there are no concerns
about the site, but Breckland Council's planning policy for the village should be maintained
equally.

same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure. 

A unilateral agreement in respect of open space provision has been submitted with the
application.
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local character. 

Principle of development
* The application site lies outside of any Settlement Boundary and, as such, there is a
presumption against new dwellings in this location in accordance with Core Strategy Policy DC2. 
* In addition DC11 states that all new development is expected to provide contributions to open
space. This would be secured through a unilateral undertaking which has been produced as part
of the application.  Given the size of the site there is no requirement for a contribution towards
affordable housing.

Visual impact
* In visual terms it is evident that the proposal would result in development comprising two
residential properties within a sparsely developed stretch of The Street.  It is considered the
proposed development would introduce further new development adversely affecting the nature
and character of this rural road. Para. 64 of the NPPF is clear that permission should be refused
for development of poor design that fails to take opportunities available for improving the
character and quality of the area and the way it functions. The proposed development does not
accord with this aspect of the NPPF.

Natural Environment 
* The application site falls within the Breckland SPA buffer zone and as such Policy CP10
applies.  This policy seeks to only permit development that would not adversely affect the integrity
of the SPA.  Natural England has been consulted on the proposed development and raise no
objection to the proposed development in respect of impact on the citation features of the
Breckland SPA.

Historic Environment
* The site lies immediately opposite the medieval church and it has been requested by the
Historic Environment Service that the results of an archaeological evaluation (trial trenching) are
submitted by the applicant prior to the determination of the planning application.

Sustainable development
* Policy SS1 provides the spatial strategy within the District identifying appropriate locations for
residential development.  The application site falls approximately 2.5 miles beyond the Settlement
Boundary of East Harling, the nearest service centre village.  
* With respect to the three dimensions of sustainable development as outlined at paragraph 7 of
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) the proposed development would not contribute
to the economic role of achieving sustainable development. In terms of its social role it could be
argued that the proposed development accords with the NPPF, providing two new dwellings
within Bridgham.  Environmentally however the proposed development would conflict with the
requirements of the NPPF, since there are no services or facilities in Bridgham for use by future
occupants of the proposed development.  Paragraph 55 of the NPPF states Local Planning
Authorities should avoid isolated new homes in the countryside unless there are special
circumstances such as an agricultural dwelling. Housing should be located where it will enhance
or maintain the viability of rural communities.
* On balance the proposed development is not considered to be a sustainable form of
development and would conflict with the stated aims of the NPPF. 

Other matters
* The Environment Agency and the Contaminated Land Officer do not object to the proposal
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Refusal of Planning Permission

9900
9900
9260

Site falls beyond the settlement boundary
Adverse impact on character of the area
Requirement for results of archeaological evaluation

 RECOMMENDATION

 REASON(S) FOR REFUSAL

subject to conditions.
* Norfolk County Council Highway Authority has been consulted on the application and no
objections have been raised subject to conditions.

Conclusion
* In conclusion, the proposed residential development is considered to be unacceptable in this
remote, rural location within the open countryside.  The application is therefore recommended for
refusal on the following grounds:-

The site is outside of the Settlement Boundary for East Harling and as such there is a general
presumption against new residential development unless there are special circumstances e.g.
agricultural workers dwelling in accordance with Breckland Core Strategy Policy CP14 and DC2
and the National Planning Framework.  In this instance no special circumstances exist.

It is evident that the proposal would introduce two dwellings to the north of The Street which, at
this part of the road, is at present sparsely developed in terms of residential properties.  As such
the development would result in the consolidation of built form to the detriment of the character
and appearance of the area.

The application site lies within the historic core of the settlement of Bridgham immediately
opposite the medieval parish church and consequently there is potential that heritage assets with
archaeological interest will be present at the site, and that their significance will be affected by the
proposed development.  Notwithstanding other matters, the Local Planning Authority would not
wish to grant consent for new residential development in this location until such time as results of
an archaeological evaluation (trial trenching) are submitted to and approved by the Local
Planning Authority.
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SWAFFHAM
Stanfield House
Lynn Road

Mr John Ball
c/o Agent 

Icon (uk) Consulting
Hethel Engineering Centre Chapman Way

Proposed Residential Development  

Full

3PL/2014/0125/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Principle of development  
Design and appearance
Highways
Drainage/Flood Risk
Affordable Housing
Open Space

 KEY ISSUES

The application seeks full planning permission for residential development comprising
construction of 9 dwellings.  7 four bedroomed detached houses are proposed together with a pair
of two wheelchair accessible bungalows which would form the affordable housing element of the
proposal.  

The application is accompanied by a Design and Access Statement and Arboricultural Impact
Assessment.

The site lies outside the Settlement Boundary of Swaffham and comprises the curtilage of
Stanfield House which is situated on the edge of Swaffham, off Lynn Road.  The site is currently
occupied by a large individual detached two storey house, which is extended by a conservatory,
together with a large double garage.  To the north and running north-west to south-east is a small
unadopted lane, Low Road, which serves a number of residential dwellings and leads out onto
open ground beyond the now disused Swaffham/Kings Lynn Railway line.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Jayne Owen

No Allocation
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3PL/2009/0909/O - Retirement village comprising of care home and 13 assisted living cottages -
Approved

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

 CONSULTATIONS

CP.14
DC.01
DC.02
DC.16
DC.19
NPPF

Sustainable Rural Communities
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Design
Parking Provision
With particular regard to paras. 12, 17, 47, 49, 56-66

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

No

 EIA REQUIRED

A financial contribution is being provided in respect of off-site open space/recreation facilities in
accordance with Core Strategy Policy DC11 of the adopted Core Strategy.  

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites.  This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology.  In relation to open space, the
Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and children's play space across the
district.  The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Council's Open Space assessment.
Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks Unilateral Undertakings to provide
contributions towards open space improvements under the provisions of adopted Policy DC11
where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site provision.  In the light of the
evidenced shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these contributions are
demonstrably improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall and therefore
comply with Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations. 
The Council is intending to implement CIL in 2014. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the
same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure. 

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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None

 REPRESENTATIONS

* The application is referred to the Planning Committee as it involves development outside the

 ASSESSMENT NOTES

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

TREE & COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT    

ASSET MANAGEMENT    

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY    

HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER    

NORFOLK COUNTY FIRE SERVICE HQ    

CRIME REDUCTION &ARCHITECTURAL LIAISON OFFICER    

No objection subject to conditions

No objections subject to conditions

The Arboricultural Impact Assessment, Tree Protection Plan and Arboricultural Method
Statement by A T Coombes dated 7th February 2014 is noted and accepted. Its provisions and
recommendations should be conditioned to any consent.

Acknowledged, but no specific comments

No objection subject to conditions

The application contains 2no. wheelchair accessible bungalows as discussed in pre-application
advice with the Enabling Officer. These dwellings shall be required to be let to those deemed to
be eligible persons from the Council's housing waiting list. The mechanism for how this shall be
achieved will be set out in a S106 legal agreement and a nominations agreement with the
Council.  
These units are expected to be built to full BRE wheelchair Housing Design Guide as well as the
lifetime homes standards.

No objection subject to condition requiring the provision of a fire hydrant.

No objections.  Comments and recommendations made for the attention of the applicant.

SWAFFHAM TOWN COUNCIL -   
No objection
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Settlement Boundary.

Principle of development  
* It is recognised that the site lies outside the Setttlement Boundary of the town of Swaffham.  For
this reason the proposal conflicts in principle with Policies SS1, DC2, CP1 and CP14 of the Core
Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document 2009.  The scheme has
not been put forward as one under the exceptions site policy (DC4).  
* However, paragraphs 47 and 49 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that
where an authority does not have an up to date five year housing supply (at present the District
has 2.8 years), the relevant local policies for the supply of housing as referred to above should
not be considered up to date and therefore housing applications should be considered in the
context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development.   
* Core Strategy Policy DC11 (Open Space) requires all new residential development to contribute
towards outdoor playing space.  Recreational contributions will be secured by way of a Section
106 Obligation.
* The Government defines sustainable development as having three roles:-
- economic, in terms of building a strong economy and in particular by ensuring that sufficient
land of the right type is available in the right places
- social, by supporting, strong vibrant and healthy communities by providing the supply of housing
required to meet future need in a high quality environment with accessible local services and
- environmental, through the protection and enhancement of the natural, built and historic
environment.
* Paragraph 8 of the NPPF stresses that these roles should not be undertaken in isolation,
because they are mutually dependent, therefore a balanced assessment against these 3 roles is
required.  
* In terms of the economic and social criteria, this scheme for 9 dwellings is well located to
services and facilities (public house, school, shops etc) and as such will make positive
contributions in this regard.  The town benefits from 19 local bus services and 3 coach services a
number of which pass the site.  The market town of Swaffham has an excellent range of local
services and amenities, a significant proportion of which are available within 750 m of the site and
can be accessed on foot.
* In addition, the proposal would provide affordable housing in the form of two wheelchair
accessible bungalows which has been agreed with the Council's Housing Enabling Officer.
These dwellings would be required to be let to those deemed to be eligible persons from the
Council's housing waiting list.    
* Environmentally, the immediate area contains a number of uses and the northern side of Lynn
Road comprises residential development including the recent redevelopment of the transport yard
just east of the site.  The site is characterised by its boundary landscaping specifically large
mature trees to the eastern boundary and large tree and hedge line on the western boundary.  In
addition, a substantial evergreen cypress hedge line screens the site to the north from Low Road.

* An Arboricultural Impact Assessment including a Tree Protection Plan and Arboricultural
Method Statement forms part of the application and the Tree and Countryside Consultant accepts
its content with a recommendation that its provisions and recommendations are conditioned to
any planning permission granted.
* In summary, it is considered that the proposed development would have an acceptable
environmental impact in this location.  In addition, it is worthy of note that the site benefits from an
extant permission for residential development comprising a residential care home and residential
development in the form of residential bungalows and therefore a precedent for residential
development is established.     
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* In light of the above, it is considered that the positive attributes of these new houses from an
economic and social perspective outweigh any environmental harm and the scheme is
considered to represent a sustainable development.
* Footnote 11 of the NPPF confirms that the site should be in a suitable location, available now,
and have a realistic prospect of being developed within five years.  
* With regard to availability and deliverability, it is considered appropriate to impose a two year
period for commencement of development in order to reaffirm the deliverability of the
development; a stated requirement of the 5 year supply issue.  This would be achieved by a
suitable condition.
* Notwithstanding that the site lies outside of the Settlement Boundary, the scheme is considered
to represent a sustainable development which would positively contribute to the shortfall of the
District's housing requirement and therefore the principle is considered to be acceptable.
* The applicants have also provided written confirmation that the development is viable to provide
the required contributions including the level of affordable housing. 

Design and appearance
* The character of the area is mixed and includes a recently completed residential scheme
adjacent to the east.  Aside from this, the character of the area is typical of an edge of town
location with a mixture of houses and bungalows in small groups or individual plots and generally
of low density.  The scheme is intended to respond more to this form of development than the
more recent higher density development to the east.  
* In terms of layout, this is marginally constrained by the alignment and associated easement of a
dormant oil pipeline and is split into two sections.  The largest section of the site contains seven
detached houses each set in a generous landscaped plot and served by individual or shared
drives connecting to a private access road which joins Lynn Road.  Where possible the houses
front the site access road and create an attractive informal grouping of dwellings.
* The second smaller section of layout contains the two affordable wheelchair accessible
bungalows and this section has its own access to Lynn Road at a point closest to Swaffham.  The
bungalows are arranged as semi-detached in form which allows the layout to provide for
residents' cars and other forms of transport to be parked next to the dwelling 
* Traditional materials are proposed comprising red brick, render and pantiles.  The provision of
full details of the proposed materials would be a condition of any permission granted.

Highways  
* The site has access to Lynn Road which connects the market town of Swaffham to the A47.
The development has on-site resident parking which meets the required parking standards.
* Norfolk County Council Highways have been consulted on the proposal and following receipt of
an amended plan have raised no objections to the proposal subject to conditions requiring
visibility splays to be provided to each side of each access where they meet the highway; that the
on-site car parking/turning is laid out and surfaced in accordance with the approved plan; a
scheme to be provided detailing provision for on site parking for construction workers during the
construction period; details of wheel cleaning facilities to be provided; the submission of a
scheme for a new footway link between the site and the existing provision adjacent Highfield
Avenue to be submitted and that prior to the occupation of any of the dwellings the off-site
highway improvements works are completed to the written satisfaction of the Local Planning
Authority in consultation with the Highway Authority.     

Contamination 
* The Council's Contaminated Land Officer has raised no objections to the proposals subject to
conditions requiring a desk study/site investigation to be submitted and in relation to unexpected
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contamination being found and an informative in relation to extensions.  

Drainage/Flood Risk
* Foul Water: would be disposed of by way of mains sewer
* Surface Water: The site is located within Flood Zone 1 (low risk) on the Environment Agency
flood map.  The Environment Agency have been consulted on the proposal and no objections are
raised to the proposal subject to conditions requiring the submission of a remediation strategy to
deal with the risks associated with contamination of the site; a condition in relation to unexpected
contamination being found and the submission of a scheme for surface water disposal.
* The Environment Agency have raised no objections to the proposals subject to conditions
requiring a remediation strategy in relation to contamination, a condition in relation to unexpected
contamination(also required by the Councils Contaminated Land Officer) and a surface water
drainage scheme to be submitted.

Affordable Housing 
* The development consists of a mix of market and affordable housing. The affordable element
has been agreed with the Council's Housing Enabling Officer.  * The units would be wheelchair
accessible bungalows and would be required to be let to those deemed to be eligible persons
from the Council's housing waiting list.
* The affordable housing would be secured through the Section 106 agreement.

Open Space.
* A contribution will be provided for off-site open space/recreation facilities in accordance with
Policy DC 11. 

Other Issues
* Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service require a hydrant to be installed on less than a 90 mm main.  A
condition that no development is commenced on site until a scheme has been submitted for the
provision of a fire hydrant on the development in a location to be agreed with the Council in
consultation with Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service is therefore appropriate, should planning
permission be granted.  

Conclusion.
* It is considered that this scheme represents a sustainable form of residential development and
is acceptable taking into account the Council's lack of a 5 year supply of housing land and having
regard to the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
* The site lies in close proximity to the town of Swaffham and the proposed layout, scale and form
of development is considered to reflect the existing character of the area.  In addition the
proposed development would not compromise neighbour amenity and satisfies all highway safety
requirements.
* The provision and level of affordable housing has been agreed with the Council's Housing
Enabling Officer and a Section 106 Obligation would secure both affordable housing and the
required contributions towards open space facilities. 
* The application is recommended for approval subject to conditions and a signed and completed
Section 106 Obligation in relation to affordable housing and recreational contributions.
* Delegated authority is requested for the application to be refused by the Council's Planning
Manager if the legal formalities in respect of the S106 are not completed within three months of
the date of this decision or that the Planning Manager has the authority to agree another more
appropriate time scale for the completion of any such agreement. 
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Planning Permission

TL05
3048
3920
3920
3920
3920
3920
3920
3920
3944
3946
3920
3920
3920
DE08
3402
3923
3920
3920
3996
4000
2000
2014

Full permission 2 year time limit
In accordance with submitted
Highways - visibility splay
Highways - parking/turning provided and retained
Highways - parking for construction period
Highways - wheel cleaning details
Highways - wheel cleaning scheme retained
Highways - footway
Highways - works completed
Contaminated Land - Desk Study/Site Investigation
Contaminated Land - Unexpected Contamination
Details of surface water drainage
Fire Hydrant
Development shall be carried out in accordance with AIA
Slab level to be arranged
Boundary screening to be agreed
Contaminated Land - Informative (Extensions)
Highways Note
S106 Note
Note - Discharge of Conditions
Variation of approved plans
NOTE:  Application Approved Without Amendment
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved

 RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS
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4

OLD BUCKENHAM
Roughlands
Grove Road

Mrs Barbara Murray
Roughlands Farm Grove Road

Ian Pick Associates Ltd
Llewellyn House Middle Street

Erection of livestock building & assoc. feed silo (Building 1).  Alts. to access and
provision of passing bay

Full

3PL/2014/0150/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

Planning Permission RECOMMENDATION

 REPORT RECOMMENDING APPROVAL

CASE OFFICER: Heather Burlingham

No Allocation
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5

OLD BUCKENHAM
Roughlands
Grove Road

Mrs Barbara Murray
Roughlands Farm Grove Road

Ian Pick Associates Ltd
Llewellyn House Middle Street

Erection of livestock building & assoc. feed silo (Building 2).  Alts. to access and
provision of passing bay

Full

3PL/2014/0151/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

Planning Permission RECOMMENDATION

 REPORT RECOMMENDING APPROVAL

CASE OFFICER: Heather Burlingham

No Allocation
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6

ICKBURGH
The Old Rectory
Ashburton Road

Mr Donal McGovern
Old Rectory Asburton Road

Anglia Design LLP
11 Charing Cross Norwich

Residential development of four detached dwellings and garages 

Full

3PL/2014/0244/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

N

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 RECOMMENDATION : REFUSAL 

Principle of development
Need
Design and appearance
Amenity
Highway safety
Contaminated land
Natural environment
Open space contributions

 KEY ISSUES

This application seeks full planning permission for the erection of four detached dwellings and
garages off Ashburton Road, Ickburgh.  The application is essentially identical to an application
refused at Planning Committee in November 2013 under planning reference 3PL/2013/0908/F;
the main difference being the provision of additional screening to the southern boundary; the
scheme also proposes an increased built standard in terms of energy efficiency.  Details show two
designs of similar footprint.   The two storey properties on three plots include a flat roof porch, two
storey rear wing with single storey extension under a lean to roof and lean to element to the side
elevation. The dwelling on the fourth plot is similar in design but includes a front wing.  Details of
external materials have not been included as part of the application but plans appear to show the
use of brickwork and render to walls.  The detached double garages include a pyramid form to the
roof.

The site is that of a former industrial site with a number of separate buildings and a large area of

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Jemima Dean

No Allocation
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hardstanding.  The site is 0.96 hectares in size.  Reports with the application indicate the site has
not been used for the last two years.
The site is located outside of any defined Settlement Boundary, some distance from the built up
area of the village and is bordered to the north by a residential dwelling in the same ownership
and beyond the highway and to the east, south and west by agricultural land.

Planning application for four detached dwelling and garages refused at planning committee
November 2013 under planning reference 3PL/2013/0908/F.

Previous permissions between 1964 and 1985 refer to commercial / manufacturing / workshop
uses on the site.

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

CP.10
CP.14
DC.01
DC.02
DC.04
DC.11
DC.16
DC.19
NPPF

Natural Environment
Sustainable Rural Communities
Protection of Amenity
Principles of New Housing
Affordable Housing Principles
Open Space
Design
Parking Provision
With particular regard to para 55

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

No

 EIA REQUIRED

Affordable housing provision is secured through S106 to meet local affordable housing needs.
The Council seeks to enter into Planning Obligations to provide necessary local infrastructure
requirements on development sites. This could include, where necessary, for development to
deliver site specific open space, connection to utility services (as required by legislation), habitat
protection/ mitigation, transport improvements and archaeology. In relation to open space, the
Council has identified a shortfall of outdoor sports provision and children's play space across the
district. The evidence for this shortfall is found in the Council's Open Space assessment.
Therefore, to remedy the identified shortfall, the Council seeks Unilateral Undertakings to provide

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

TREE & COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT    

NORFOLK FIRE & RESCUE    

R S P B    

No objection subject to conditions relating to access /on-site car parking / turning

No objection subject to conditions relating to site investigation.

Concerns regarding adverse impact on stone curlew citation feature of the Breckland SPA.

Conditions relating to sprinklers and scheme to show means of providing a water supply for fire
fighting operations.

Object to the proposal.

 CONSULTATIONS

ICKBURGH P C -   

MUNDFORD P C -   

The majority of residents of Ickburgh are very much in favour of this long overdue development,
which will remove an eyesore of a dilapidated brownfield site, and which has been used by anti
social elements.

It will provide four higher-end properties in what is a highly desirable residential area.  The
number and type of properties applied for would improve the area without putting any strain on
the local amenities.

contributions towards open space improvements under the provisions of adopted Policy DC11
where developments would not meet the threshold for on-site provision. In light of the evidenced
shortfall of open space, the Council considers that these contributions are demonstrably
improving open space provision in areas of evidenced shortfall and therefore comply with
Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations.

The Council is intending to implement CIL in 2014. As such, the payment of CIL and S106
obligations will be used for different requirements, and developments will not be charged for the
same items of infrastructure through both obligations and the levy. Once adopted, CIL funds will
replace contributions towards off-site infrastructure.

The applicant's solicitor has provided an undertaking for legal costs relating to the drafting of the
Section 106 Agreement, however, the proof of title has yet to be provided.  On receipt of the this
Council's Solicitors can be instructed to draw up the Agreement.
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A total of 10 local representations have been received in support of the proposal for the following
reasons:-
* reduction in noise and pollution
* reduction in heavy goods vehicles
* in keeping with the surrounding area
* good use of brownfield land

 REPRESENTATIONS

* The application is referred to Planning Committee at the request of the Ward Representative
having regard to the special circumstances surrounding the site.  

Principle of development
* This application proposes four dwellings on land outside of the Settlement Boundary in
Ickburgh. The land was previously used for industrial purposes; however the statement
accompanying the application states that the site has been vacant for approximately two years. 
* Ickburgh is identified as a rural settlement through the spatial strategy within the adopted Core
Strategy and Development Control Policies DPD. The spatial strategy clarifies that these
settlements have a lack of essential services and facilities to support development. In addition to
this, the site proposed is distant from Ickburgh village being located approximately 600m from the
edge of the village.  The site is approximately 4.5 miles from Swaffham and 2.5 miles from
Brandon.  The nearest service centre village would be Mundford, approximately 2 miles away
which offers some services.  In this respect the proposed residential scheme would not represent
an accessible form of development and clearly every journey made would be by car.
* The accompanying statement put forward with the application references the previously
developed nature of the site, and expected amenity benefits of a housing scheme, as a
justification for the scheme. Residential development in areas classified as countryside must be
considered against the expectations of Policy CP14 Sustainable Rural Communities within the
Core Strategy and Paragraph 55 of the NPPF. The justification based around the site's previous
industrial use and potential amenity benefits of its replacement with residential dwellings does not
meet the expectations of CP14 or paragraph 55 for development within the countryside.
* Core Strategy Policy DC4 requires that to meet District housing needs the Council will require
40% of the total number of housing units to be provided and maintained as affordable housing
within all new residential development on sites which the Local Planning Authority determines has
a capacity for 5 or more dwellings; or comprises an area of 0.17 ha or more
* The application site comprises an area which exceeds 0.17 ha and therefore this policy is
applicable.  
* The applicant has agreed that if the application is approved that a financial contribution will be
provided towards the provision of affordable housing. This and the terms of the payment would
have to be agreed with the Council's Housing Enabling Team. This would require to be secured
by way of a signed and completed Section 106 Obligation should planning permission be granted.
* Contributions to open space provision would also be sought through the legal agreement

Need
* Planning permission is sought by the applicant for four private detached residential dwellings.
* The site is currently an unused industrial site.
* It is considered that no special circumstances have been put forward for the proposed

 ASSESSMENT NOTES
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development which would be sufficient to justify a significant departure from the above mentioned
national and local plan policies. 

Design and appearance
* In terms of design and appearance, whilst the dwellings are relatively large the proposal reflects
a relatively traditional design approach within this rural location. 
* No details of external materials have been submitted and therefore a condition would be
appropriate requiring these to be submitted and agreed by the Local Planning Authority prior to
commencement, should permission be granted.
* It is also considered that the site is of a sufficient size to accommodate four dwellings of this
size and scale in terms of siting, amenity area and parking. 

Amenity
* In terms of amenity and impact upon the neighbouring property to the north, the proposed
dwellings are sited some distance from this property. The proposed dwellings and the adjacent
property are separated by mature trees. In conclusion, it is considered that the proposed
development would not result in significant overlooking, overshadowing and loss of privacy or
outlook.

Highway safety
* The applicant is willing to fund localised carriageway widening on Ashburton Road to provide
passing bays. In light of this, the Highways Authority raises no objection subject to conditions
relating to on-site car parking/turning and off-site highway improvement works. 

Contaminated Land
* The Contaminated Land Officer recommends the imposition of conditions relating to a site
investigation and unexpected contamination on site. 

Natural Environment
* The Arboricultural Impact Assessment has regard to existing trees on site.  Its
recommendations should be appended as a condition if planning permission were to be granted.
* The Tree & Countryside Consultant considers that the absence of an adverse effect upon the
stone curlew citation feature cannot be established and there must be a presumption against
consent.  Justification in respect of three tests of the Habitats Regulations has not been
submitted.  Comments highlight differences of opinion with Natural England as outlined below.   
* The RSPB object to the application as the site is within 1500m of the Stone Curlew Buffer, is
within 400m of the Woodlark and Nightjar buffer, and the applicant has failed to note the
presence of the Breckland SPA. 
* Natural England were not consulted on the current application however they did not object to
the previous scheme and considered that given the small scale of the development it is not
expected to affect these species (Nightjar and Woodlark) or any other feature of Breckland
Forest SSSI or cause significant increased disturbance to stone curlew.

Other Issues
* Local representations have been received in support of the application in regard to the reduction
in noise and pollution, reduction in heavy goods vehicles and the scheme being in keeping with
the surrounding area and a well designed proposal in a highly desirable residential area.
* Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service were consulted and request conditions relating to sprinklers
and submission of a scheme to show means of providing a water supply for fire fighting
operations.
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Refusal of Planning Permission

9900
2002
2009

Outside settlement boundary
Application Refused Following Discussion - No Way Forward
Criterion E - Planning Apps

 RECOMMENDATION

 REASON(S) FOR REFUSAL

* The scheme proposes a high standard of design in term of energy efficiency and includes the
provision of solar panels, rainwater harvesting, and timer frame wall construction.  These details
would be secured via planning condition if the application were to be approved.

Conclusion
* The changes to the scheme as previously refused by Members are fairly minor in nature and do
not fundamentally alter the previous reason for refusal.  
* The environmental gain from the removal of the buildings is minimal having regard to the
remoteness of the site from the public realm
* The proposal is therefore contrary to Policy DC.02 Principles of New Housing, CP14
Sustainable Rural Communities and Paragraph 55 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
* In conclusion, the scheme is recommended for refusal for the following reason:

The application site is located outside of any defined settlement boundary and the Applicant has
failed to provide suitable justification for the erection of four dwellings and garaging in this rural
location. The proposal is therefore contrary to Policies DC2 and CP14 of the adopted Breckland
Core Strategy and to guidance contained in Paragraph 55 of the National Planning Policy
Framework.
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7

COLKIRK
Azure (plot 2)
Market Hill

Mr D & Mrs MA Cram
Azure Market Hill

Mr D & Mrs MA Cram
Azure Market Hill

Minor material amendment to pp 3PL/2013/0434 in respect of planting 

Full

3PL/2014/0252/F

N

N

Out Settlemnt Bndry

Y

ITEM

LOCATION:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

PROPOSAL:

REF NO:

APPN TYPE:

POLICY:

ALLOCATION:

CONS AREA: TPO:

LB GRADE:

 RECOMMENDATION : APPROVAL

Neighbour amenity
Visual impact

 KEY ISSUES

This application seeks consent to remove condition no. 2 on planning permission
3PL/2013/0434/F, which relates to a minor material amendment to 3PL/2011/0747/F in respect of
an increased roof over and above that of the approved plans.  The application was retrospective.
Condition 2 related to a detailed scheme for the planting of pleached hormbeam to part of the
western boundary adjacent to the garage, aimed at reducing the visual impact of the building as
constructed.

The application site consists of a nearly completed new dwelling which was formerly part of the
garden to The Rectory which is a detached dwelling to the south of the application site.  The site
is accessed via Market Hill which is located to the west, this also serves The Rectory and another
relatively new dwelling to the west of the application site.  To the north-west is a further
neighbouring property.  There are no immediate neighbours to the east of the site.

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

 SITE AND LOCATION

CASE OFFICER: Sandra Bunning

No

 EIA REQUIRED

No Allocation
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3PL/2013/0434/F - MMA to 3PL/2011/0747/F in respect of height of house and garage is greater
than approved plans (retrospective) - Approved
3PL/2011/0747/F - Two storey house and garage - Approved
3PL/2009/0500/D - New dwelling and detached garage - Approved
3PL/2008/1072/O - Two new detached dwellings and double garages - Approved

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

Two letters of representation have been received objecting to the removal of condition no. 2,
suggesting the height of the development is detrimental to the street scene and would remove
the buffering effect required to the adjoining property.

 REPRESENTATIONS

*  The application is referred to the Planning Committee as it is considered to be locally sensitive.
*  The issues regarding the increase in height of certain elements of the dwelling were discussed
by the Planning Committee in November 2013 and approved.  Members considered the condition
to be necessary to help screen the increased mass of the dwelling from the neighbouring
property to the west, subject to the condition of the planting of pleached hornbeam along the
western elevation adjacent to the approved garage for the dwelling.

Neighbour amenity
*  It is evident that the key issue in this instance is whether the removal of condition no. 2 to
remove the requirement for boundary screening in the form of pleached hornbeam - along the

 ASSESSMENT NOTES

 CONSULTATIONS

DC.01
DC.16
NPPF

Protection of Amenity
Design
With particular regard to paras. 56, 63 & 64

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

COLKIRK P C -   
The Parish Council has considered the application for removal of condition 2 from the
retrospective planning approval and the majority agree with the Planning Committee that
screening adjacent to the single storey garage wall on the western boundary is required.  Two
members of the Parish Council supported the removal of condition 2.

Not Applicable

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS



BRECKLAND COUNCIL - PLANNING COMMITTEE - 12-05-2014

DC131_new

Planning Permission

3994
4000
3996
AN85
AN99

All other condition remain relevant
Variation of approved plans
Note - Discharge of Conditions
Application approved without Amendment
Criterion E - Planning Apps Where Approved

 RECOMMENDATION

 CONDITIONS

Western boundary - would result in a significant adverse impact occurring to the amenity of the
occupants of the adjacent property (Lawrence House).  The single storey element of the dwelling
sits immediately adjacent to the rear boundary of the garden to Lawrence House and was built
375mm higher than previously consented.  The recommendation to the Planning Committee in
respect of this increased roof height was approved with no boundary screening as it was
considered that this would not result in a significant adverse effect on light or outlook to Lawrence
House, given the degree of separation between the neighbour and the two storey element. The
increase in height of 370mm would similarly have no adverse impact upon light or outlook.

Visual Impact
*  The dwelling lies some way back from the adjacent carriageway (Market Hill) to the rear of
Lawrence House and The Rectory and therefore is not prominent within the streetscene.  When
considering this, the modest increase in height from that approved does not make the dwelling
unduly prominent or overbearing on the locality.

Conclusion
*  Members will recall the agreed approval of the height of the dwelling at Planning Committee in
November 2013.  The removal of condition no. 2 would not present any further issues with
regards to harm to either neighbour amenity or the character and appearance of the locality when
having regard for the consented scheme.  On this basis the removal of condition no. 2 is
recommended for approval.




